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The four papers in this session on 
Waller Creek embrace a diversity of 
opportunities that the creek now poses, 
including: recognizing the ecological 
and cultural value of the creek for people 
who work and learn on campus; learning 
and teaching about stream ecology and 
landscape architecture; and cultivating 
stewardship of an urban creek that 
benefits city residents and visitors.  

For Coronado et al. (2013), Hersh et al. 
(2013), and Shearer (2013) the creek 
is a site of exploration, although each 
paper explores the creek in by asking 
different questions.  Coronado and 
her colleagues framed the creek as a 
form of green infrastructure, a public 
space that confers benefits—including 
recreational opportunities and places for 
reflection—and contributes to a sense 
of community identity.  Their findings 
are not surprising: students surveyed 
identified the creek predominantly 
as a natural place, however polluted, 
neglected, and for some dangerous.  The 
creek’s cultural values were mentioned 
less often, with students using the 
creek mostly as a path (as opposed to a 

destination). Hersh and his colleagues 
bring undergraduate environmental 
science students to the creek in order to 
provide an urban riparian field experience 
that relates patterns of urbanization to 
water quality and macroinvertebrate 
biodiversity impacts.  This experiential 
learning opportunity does, in effect, 
raise awareness about the creek by 
providing students opportunities to 
practice collecting field data, and to 
encounter critters in their habitats.  The 
authors consider the creek’s history as 
an important component for student 
learning.  These authors value the creek as 
a site for teaching, as a living lab.  These 
field experiences no doubt contribute to 
a deepening and expanding identity the 
creek has on campus.  Shearer, unlike the 
previous authors, challenges his students 
to imagine different futures for the creek 
through a design process.  While analysis 
of existing conditions helps students to 
understand constraints and openings, 
they leverage metaphor into future 
physical transformations that constitute 
a good design – that is, an approach that 
improves the creek’s ecological health 
while also offering places for experiences 
of emotion and spirituality.  Stretching 
unites time and space in reconfiguring 
spatial relationships; liquid infrastructure 
integrates social and ecological 
performance; and scoring locates objects 
within activity flows to create unique 
experiences within the creek.  

This research is the result of faculty 
investment in using Waller Creek to 
promote learning about a real-world 
place—right in our backyard—and to 
give students experiences collecting 
and analyzing their own data. The 
development of ecological literacy is 
a pedagogical project for faculty in 
geosciences, planning and landscape 
architecture.  I envision a public database, 
here at UT, where these projects and 
future projects could be archived and 
made available.  I imagine classes 
from social work, integrated biology, 
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anthropology, geography, and perhaps 
business contributing.  I offer this as food 
for thought.   

McDonald’s (2013) description of 
stewardship draws from an ecologically 
literate understanding of Waller Creek 
as a hybrid ecological system—as a 
riparian system that has been extensively 
modified, that will convey economic 
benefits and offer cultural experiences.  
Stewardship requires money, and 
McDonald’s position as the Executive 
Director of the Waller Creek Conservancy 
requires that she cultivate political will 
among government, the private sector 
and citizens to translate knowledge and 
desire into economic capacity.  In the 
face of dwindling government resources 
and legal constraints on municipalities to 
construct innovative funding strategies, 
the private public partnership model is 
a reasonable if not creative approach.  
The model McDonald describes will be 
successful if there are transparent lines 
of accountability, public deliberations 
about the future designs, and a clear 
understanding of how future designs will 
incorporate public input.  As we know 
from earlier histories of development and 
the environment, Austinites value having 
their voices heard.  

In closing, I want to propose 2 ideas for 
future consideration:

1. The establishment of a research 
project database at the University 
of Texas for archiving and accessing 
research conducted about Waller 
Creek.  

2. The creation of a partnership 
between the University and the 
Waller Creek Conservancy in order to 
identify research needs and produce 
findings that contribute to a public 
ecological literacy about the creek.  
This kind of public scholarship would 
benefit all of us committed to urban 
sustainability.  


